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We examined the cross-lagged relations between reading and spelling in five alphabetic orthographies varying in consistency (English, French, Dutch, German, and Greek). Nine hundred and forty-one children were followed from Grade 1 to Grade 2 and were tested on word and pseudoword reading fluency and on spelling to dictation. Results indicated that the relations across languages were unidirectional: Earlier reading predicted subsequent spelling. However, we also found significant differences between languages in the strength of the effects of earlier reading on subsequent spelling. These findings suggest that, once children master decoding, the observed differences between languages are not related to the direction of the effects but to the strength of the effects from reading to spelling. Theoretical and practical implications are discussed.

There is little doubt that reading and spelling are interrelated skills (e.g., Ehri, 2000; Fitzgerald & Shanahan, 2000; Furnes & Samuelsson, 2011; Juel, 1988; Moll et al., 2014; Vaessen & Blomert, 2013) relying on similar linguistic skills, such as letter knowledge (e.g., Georgiou, Torppa, Manolitsis, Lyytinen, & Parrila, 2012), phonological awareness (e.g., Caravolas et al., 2012), orthographic knowledge (e.g., Apel, 2009), and morphological awareness (e.g., Apel, Wilson-Fowler, Brimo, & Perrin, 2012). Evidence in support of the strong connection between reading and spelling has been provided by correlational (e.g., Shanahan & Lomax, 1986), intervention (e.g., Conrad, 2008), neuroimaging (e.g., Rapp & Lipka, 2011), and behavior genetic (e.g., Bates et al., 2004) studies. In their meta-analysis, Swanson, Trainin, Necoechea, and Hammill (2003) estimated the average observed correlation between real word reading and spelling to be .70 (.80 after correcting for restriction of range).

Despite the acknowledged connection between reading and spelling, most previous studies examining their relationship have analyzed concurrent correlations. Unfortunately, this kind of analysis fails to determine the direction of impact and whether the direction changes over time. In addition, the few studies that employed a cross-lagged analysis were conducted in single languages (English: Abbott, Berninger, & Fayol, 2010; Finnish: Leppänen, Niemi, Aunola, & Nurmi, 2006) and used different reading and spelling tasks, which makes it difficult to draw any conclusions as to which associations are universal and which more language specific. Thus, the purpose of this study was to examine the cross-lagged relations between reading and spelling in five languages varying in orthographic consistency (English, French, Dutch,
The Nature of the Reading–Spelling Relationship

There are two competing hypotheses regarding the developmental relations between reading and spelling. On the one hand, Frith (1985) proposed that reading and spelling take turns in influencing each other in distinct phases of literacy development. According to Frith (1985), improved spelling of simple letter-sound correspondences leads to improved reading of the words that follow simple letter-sound correspondence rules during the early stages of literacy development (the “alphabetic” stage in Frith’s theory of literacy development). In turn, improved reading of words capturing more complex orthographic patterns leads to improved spelling of these patterns (the “orthographic” stage in Frith’s theory of literacy development; see Ellis, 1997, for a visual on the cross-domain influences and the time they are expected to occur). On the other hand, Ehri (1995) proposed that reading and spelling have a reciprocal relationship and a learner’s progression through the different phases of reading and spelling acquisition occurs simultaneously. According to Ehri (1995), reading and spelling instruction and experiences help children build up their word-specific knowledge, which, in turn, facilitates reading and spelling development.

Although it is tempting to endorse the view that because reading and spelling are highly correlated they must also be reciprocally related, the underlying nature of such a relationship remains unclear. A possible explanation can be traced to the self-teaching hypothesis (Share, 1995) and its more recent version (Shahar-Yames & Share, 2008), according to which the process of converting graphemes to phonemes (for reading) and phonemes to graphemes (for spelling) both fulfill a self-teaching function, enabling children to independently acquire orthographic knowledge. High-quality orthographic representations are crucial not only for spelling but also for skilled word recognition because they allow the immediate activation of the phonological form of the word in long-term memory (e.g., Barker, Torgesen, & Wagner, 1992; Cunningham, Perry, & Stanovich, 2001). An alternative explanation relates to the lexical quality hypothesis (Perfetti, 1997; Perfetti & Hart, 2002). Words with high lexical quality mental representations contain information not only about their pronunciation but also about their spelling, and higher lexical quality may contribute to greater efficiency. Finally, according to the phonological coherence model (Bosman & van Orden, 1997), there is a network of reciprocal relations between phonemic, graphemic, and semantic information that supports reading and spelling, respectively. However, because there are in general more graphemes to choose from to represent a phoneme than there are phonemes to pronounce a grapheme, spelling is more difficult than reading. The asymmetry between the grapheme-to-phoneme versus the phoneme-to-grapheme conversions has an important implication: With increasing asymmetry between reading and spelling, it is likely that the development of the two abilities will diverge as spelling is increasingly being affected by different factors and is more dependent on specific instruction. This should translate to smaller effects of reading on spelling. To our knowledge, no cross-linguistic studies have been conducted to test this hypothesis.

To date, only a handful of studies have tested the developmental relations between reading and spelling and have provided mixed findings (e.g., Abbott et al., 2010; Ahmed, Wagner, & Lopez, 2014; Caravolas, Hulme, & Snowling, 2001; Davis & Bryant, 2006; Leppänen et al., 2006; Lerkkanen, Rasku-Puttonen, Aunola, & Nurmi, 2004; see also Ellis, 1997; Tierney & Shanahan, 1996, for reviews of earlier studies). For example, Abbott et al. (2010) examined the cross-lagged relations between word reading accuracy and spelling in two cohorts of American children (Cohort 1 was followed from Grade 1 to 5 and Cohort 2 from Grade 3 to 7). Their results were in line with Ehri’s hypothesis showing that, with one exception (Grade 1 word reading failing to predict spelling in Grade 2), word reading and spelling were reciprocally related all the way until Grade 7. In turn, Davis and Bryant (2006) examined whether the ability to use the conditional split-digraph rule (the final –e) in reading precedes and causes the ability to spell this pattern. Year 2 and 3 children from United Kingdom (ages 7 and 8, respectively) were followed up for 2 years and tested on their ability to read and spell pseudowords that followed the split-digraph rule (the final –e). The results of cross-lagged analysis with the first cohort of children revealed unidirectional relations: Reading split-digraph words at ages 7 and 8 predicted the ability to spell such words at ages 8 and 9, respectively. In contrast, the results with the second cohort of children that covered ages 8–10 showed no cross-lagged relations between reading and spelling. Although the findings with the first cohort provide some support for Frith’s hypothesis, the nature of their data allowed Davis and Bryant to test only the last part.
of Frith’s hypothesis (that children first acquire orthographic knowledge through reading and only after they have become relatively adept in using orthographic strategies they can transfer and apply this knowledge to spelling). Finally, in a longitudinal study that spanned Grades 1–4, Ahmed et al. (2014) found that only word reading (operationalized with word/pseudoword reading fluency tasks) was predictive of spelling (operationalized with spelling to dictation tasks) in every subsequent time point. Ahmed et al. concluded that the ability to read words correctly may facilitate writing them correctly via mastery of phoneme–grapheme relations that are learned through reading. Unfortunately, the use of different reading and spelling tasks in these studies makes it difficult to draw any firm conclusions. In addition, all aforementioned studies were conducted in English, which is known for its low forward (from graphemes to phonemes) and backward (from phonemes to graphemes) consistency (e.g., Borgwaldt et al., 2004; Landerl, 2005; Seymour et al., 2003). The natural follow-up question is whether similar findings can be obtained in orthographies in which the connection between letters and sounds is less ambiguous.

Examining the prospective relations between reading and spelling in orthographically consistent languages (e.g., Finnish, Greek, German) is interesting because the relatively high correspondence between graphemes and phonemes coupled with phonics instruction in these languages should allow children to decode any given word without previously spelling it. The opposite would also be true: children should be able to spell any given word without previously reading it. In line with this hypothesis, Georgiou et al. (2012) showed that in Finnish, letter knowledge in kindergarten was the only significant predictor of nonword reading and spelling in Grade 2. In contrast, in English, letter knowledge, rapid naming, and phonological awareness all predicted nonword decoding and letter knowledge, and rapid naming predicted spelling. In addition, because the “logographic” stage in Frith’s theory is relatively short in consistent orthographies (same applies to the “partial alphabetic” phase in Ehri’s theory; see Coenen, van Bon, & Schreuder, 1997; Porpodas, 1999; Rau, Moeller, & Landerl, 2014; Wimmer & Hummer, 1990), the proposed spelling-to-reading effects in English (assuming Frith’s hypothesis is correct) should take place earlier in consistent orthographies. On the other hand, if Ehri’s (1995) hypothesis is correct, reading and spelling should be reciprocally related irrespective of when children are assessed.

To our knowledge, only three studies have examined the developmental relations between reading and spelling in a consistent orthography (all were conducted in Finnish), and they have some important limitations. In the first study, Lerkkanen et al. (2004) examined the developmental relations between reading and writing (they reported though separate analyses for spelling) in a sample of 83 Finnish children who were assessed four times during Grade 1 (at the beginning of October and December, and at the end of January and March). Reading was operationalized with word/sentence-picture matching and reading comprehension, and writing with spelling and writing fluency (children were asked to write as many words or sentences as they could about a given picture). The results of cross-lagged analyses showed that reading (sum of word reading and comprehension scores) and spelling were reciprocally related from October to December, spelling in December predicted reading in January, and reading in January predicted spelling in March. Thus, the results from October to December supported Ehri’s hypothesis and the results from December to March supported Frith’s hypothesis. However, aside from their relatively small sample size, the reported means in spelling show that their task suffered from ceiling effects and there was no improvement over time. In the second study, Leppänen et al. (2006) followed 207 Finnish children from preschool to Grade 2 and assessed them five times (beginning and end of preschool, beginning and end of Grade 1, and beginning of Grade 2) on reading (reading words/sentences and sentence comprehension) and spelling (spelling of words and sentences). In line with Frith’s hypothesis, the results of cross-lagged analyses showed first that spelling at the beginning of kindergarten predicted reading at the end of kindergarten and at the end of Grade 1. In addition, reading at the end of kindergarten and Grade 1 predicted subsequent spelling. Unfortunately, Leppänen et al. (2006) did not run separate analyses for word reading and word spelling, and we do not know what scores may have been driving their findings. This is important in light of evidence showing that different levels of language (word vs. sentence vs. passage) may produce different results (Ahmed et al., 2014). Finally, Mäki, Voeten, Vauras, and Niemi (2002) followed 171 Finnish children from Grade 2 to Grade 3 and assessed them twice.
on a lexical decision task (the response times were used to index word recognition speed) and on spelling (number of errors in a composition task). Their results showed that word recognition speed in Grade 2 was predictive of spelling in Grade 3 (and only when the correlation between word recognition speed and spelling in Grade 3 was excluded from the model). However, the use of nonconventional reading and spelling tasks limits the generalizability of these findings. Notice also that Frith’s theory assumes an orthographic stage that is needed to master complex words, but such words do not really exist in Finnish (the words get longer, but they are not orthographically more complex).

**The Present Study**

The purpose of this study was to examine the cross-lagged relations between reading and spelling from the end of Grade 1 to the end of Grade 2 across a wide range of alphabetic orthographies that were purposefully selected to vary in consistency (English being the most inconsistent, Greek being the most consistent, and French, Dutch, and German lying in between English and Greek in the orthographic consistency continuum; Borgwaldt et al., 2004; Seymour et al., 2003). Examining the cross-lagged relations between reading and spelling from the end of Grade 1 to the end of Grade 2 is important because this time window is crucial for the acquisition of literacy skills. In addition, it allows us to test specific hypotheses (see next) that are directly related to the two competing hypotheses (Ehri, 1995; Frith, 1985).

More specifically, our study examined the following two questions:

1. How is the development of children’s reading ability associated with that of spelling? If Frith’s (1985) hypothesis is correct, we should observe unidirectional relations between reading and spelling. Reading at the end of Grade 1 and at the beginning of Grade 2 should predict spelling at the beginning and end of Grade 2, respectively. This rests on the assumption that by the end of Grade 1 (the first time point in our study) our participants should be entering the “orthographic” stage in Frith’s stage theory of literacy development. Assuming that from Grade 2 onward children do not spell orthographically complex words before they actually read them (children also do not spell unless they are asked to, but they read all sorts of materials in their environment), reading should always predict future spelling. In contrast, if Ehri’s (1995) hypothesis is correct, we should observe reciprocal relations between reading and spelling.

2. Does orthographic consistency influence the relations between reading and spelling? Ehri (1995) pointed out that reading and spelling development relies on the accumulation of word-specific orthographic knowledge. If phonological recoding acts as a self-teaching mechanism for the development of orthographic knowledge (Share, 1995) and phonological recoding is easier in consistent orthographies (because of the close to 1:1 correspondence between letters and sounds), one would expect a stronger effect of reading on spelling in consistent orthographies. However, a different pattern would be expected if we consider the orthographic depth hypothesis (e.g., Frost, Katz, & Bentin, 1987; Katz & Frost, 1992). This proposes that although readers of consistent orthographies continue to use nonlexical reading strategies (i.e., phonological recoding), those reading in inconsistent orthographies are pressured to recruit lexical strategies given the less transparent grapheme-to-phoneme mappings. Assuming reading and spelling development relies on word-specific orthographic knowledge (Ehri, 1995) and that readers of consistent orthographies remain insensitive to word-specific details for a relatively long time (Share, 2004), one would expect a stronger effect of reading on subsequent spelling in inconsistent orthographies.

**Reading and Spelling Instruction**

Although reading and spelling instruction in all languages included in this study starts in Grade 1,
reading and spelling practices vary as a function of the orthographic characteristics of each language. In Alberta, Canada (where our English-speaking participants were recruited), teachers use a synthetic phonics approach to teach reading, which emphasizes letter–sound correspondences and sound blending. Spelling is taught through the identification of common spelling patterns in words, the use of word walls, and by directly teaching orthographic rules.

In Quebec, Canada (where our French-speaking children were recruited), the program that was designed by the Ministry of Education recommends a communicative approach based on authentic and varied texts for the teaching of reading and spelling akin to the whole language approach. The explicit teaching of grapheme–phoneme and phoneme–grapheme correspondences is to be restricted only to struggling learners. Teachers, however, have the freedom to adopt the teaching model they find most effective. Most teachers in our sample made extensive use of explicit teaching of letter–sound correspondences, orthographic rules, and spelling patterns.

In the Netherlands, teachers use a synthetic phonics approach to teach reading. In turn, instruction in spelling emphasizes the conversion of the sounds heard in a spoken form into letters and eventually the written form of the word. Reading and spelling instruction starts with transparent words. Thereafter, inconsistent words, which include mostly rule-based inconsistencies, are taught.

In Austria (where our German-speaking children were recruited), children are first introduced to letter–sound correspondences and learn to write the letters at the same time. Sounding out letter sequences is heavily practiced. Spelling instruction also starts with encouraging children to segment spoken words into their sounds and translate these sounds into letters. In Grades 1 and 2, spelling attempts are mostly phonologically adequate. Eventually, children are expected to spell words orthographically correct. From Grade 3 on, spelling instruction focuses on introducing typical spelling patterns and regularities of the German orthography.

Finally, in Greece, teachers use a synthetic phonics approach to teach reading. Spelling is taught in parallel with reading with an emphasis placed initially on phoneme–grapheme correspondences and from Grade 2 onward on spelling patterns based on the morphological rules of Greek orthography. Although by the end of Grade 1 Greek children have been taught all letter–sound correspondence rules and can decode any given word, learning of all spelling rules is not achieved before Grade 3.

**Method**

**Participants**

The data used in the present study are part of a larger longitudinal project examining the role of cognitive and noncognitive predictors of literacy development in five European languages. Our sample consisted of 941 children followed from the end of Grade 1 (April/May) until the end of Grade 2 (April/May). One hundred and seventy children (82 girls; \( M_{\text{age}} = 79.12 \) months at the first measurement point) were native speakers of English and were recruited from six public elementary schools in Edmonton, Canada, 254 children (136 girls; \( M_{\text{age}} = 78.12 \) months at the first measurement point) were native speakers of French and were recruited from eight public elementary schools in Gatineau, Canada, 113 children (63 girls; \( M_{\text{age}} = 78.52 \) months at the first measurement point) were native speakers of Dutch and were recruited from five public elementary schools in Amsterdam, Netherlands, 175 children (85 girls; \( M_{\text{age}} = 79.11 \) months at the first measurement point) were native speakers of German and were recruited from five public elementary schools in Graz, Austria, and 229 children (120 girls; \( M_{\text{age}} = 76.10 \) months at the first measurement point) were native speakers of Greek and were recruited from six public elementary schools in Heraklion, Greece. Our participants were recruited on a voluntary basis (letters of information were sent to the parents of all children attending Grade 1 in the participating schools) and were tested three times: at the end of Grade 1 and at the beginning and end of Grade 2. By the end of Grade 2, our sample consisted of 157 English-speaking (8% attrition), 237 French-speaking (7% attrition), 107 Dutch-speaking (6% attrition), 167 German-speaking (5% attrition), and 219 Greek-speaking (5% attrition) children. The children in each site came mostly from families of middle socioeconomic background (based on the location of the schools and on parents’ education), and none were experiencing any intellectual, emotional, or sensory difficulties. Parental and school consent was obtained prior to testing.

---

*Unfortunately, we did not collect any specific information from the teachers in each site on how they were teaching reading and spelling.*
Measures

Reading

To assess reading ability, we administered a word and a pseudoword reading fluency task. We did not assess reading accuracy because it reaches ceiling before the end of Grade 1 in Greek, German, and Dutch (Seymour et al., 2003). Furthermore, because deriving comparable word/pseudoword lists for the languages included in our study is almost impossible unless we violate important orthographic characteristics of each language, we adapted existing reading fluency tasks in each language (English: Torgesen, Wagner, & Rashotte, 1999; French: Desrochers, 2012; Dutch: Brus & Voeten, 1995; van den Bos, Jutie Spelberg, Scheepstra, & Vries, 1994; German: Moll & Landerl, 2010; and Greek: Georgiou, Papadopoulos, Fella, & Parrila, 2012) by arranging their items in four columns on two separate pages (one for words and one for pseudowords) and by using a similar discontinuation rule. Children were asked to read as many words or pseudowords as possible within a 60-s time limit. A practice trial with eight words/pseudowords preceded timed testing to allow children to familiarize themselves with the task demands. In both tasks, the child’s score was the total number of syllables in the correctly read words within the specified time limit. This scoring procedure was necessary because of differences in the length of the words or pseudowords included in each task across languages. Test–retest reliability has been reported to be higher than .85 for elementary school children (Brus & Voeten, 1995; Desrochers, 2012; Moll & Landerl, 2010; Torgesen et al., 1999).

Spelling

To assess spelling ability, we adopted an existing spelling to dictation task in each language (English: Wechsler, 2001; French: Wechsler, 2005; Dutch: Geel, & Reitsma, 1999; German: Moll & Landerl, 2010; and Greek: Mouzaki, Protopapas, Sideridis, & Simos, 2007). The tester would first say a target word followed by a sentence in which the target word was embedded, and then s/he would repeat the target word. Children were then asked to write the target word in the space provided. The items in each language were ordered in terms of increasing difficulty and a discontinuation rule of six consecutive errors was applied. A participant’s score was the total number of correct responses. Internal consistency has been reported to be higher than .90 for elementary school children (Moll & Landerl, 2010; Mouzaki et al., 2007; Wechsler, 2001; Wechsler, 2005).

Procedure

All tasks were administered in a quiet room in the child’s school during school hours by trained research assistants. The tests were administered in one session lasting about 25 min. Administration and scoring was standardized across all children and languages.

Statistical Analyses

First, we examined the distributional properties of the measures and winsorized the few outliers’ scores to reduce their potential effect on the results (Tabachnick & Fidell, 2007). Second, we performed a principal axis exploratory factor analysis (EFA) to test if a two-factor model (one for reading and one for spelling) would fit the data in each language and if a similar amount of variance and similar factor loadings would emerge across languages. The result of EFA with direct oblimin rotation yielded a reading factor and a spelling factor in each language. The rotated factor loadings for each measure in each language are reported in Table 1. The factor solution suggested clearly separate factors with high loadings across all languages. The correlation between the factors was .63 in Dutch, .84 in English, .66 in French, .66 in German, and .70 in Greek. The two-factor solution also explained a large proportion of variance in each language: 83.41% in Dutch, 88.39% in English, 84.30% in French, 87.84% in German, and 81.24% in Greek. Because the two reading fluency tasks loaded on the same factor across languages, we created a composite score for reading by first transforming the raw scores to z-scores within each language and then by averaging the two z-scores. Both spelling and reading composite scores were approximately normally distributed. There were only few missing values in each orthography (see Table 2), and there was no indication of systematic missingness.

Next, we performed a cross-lagged analysis with the models built separately in each language. All models were estimated with the maximum likelihood estimator using Mplus 7.3 (Muthén & Muthén, 1998–2017). A basic cross-lagged model was the basis of this phase including the stability estimates (within-domain) to each time point from the previous time point and the cross-lagged (cross-domain) paths to each time point from the previous time point. In order to have well-fitting models, we had to add two additional stability paths in each language: from the end of Grade 1 to the end of Grade 2 in both reading and spelling. These were
added based on the modification indices provided by Mplus 7.3. After the identification of the best fitting model in each language, we performed multi-group analyses to examine if the model estimates (stability estimates, cross-lagged paths, error covariances, and the reading–spelling Grade 1 correlation) were identical across languages by first imposing equality constraints across languages. Finally, pairwise comparisons between languages were conducted by setting each of the model estimates equal one-by-one while estimating other parts of the model freely in each of the language pairs. Model comparison was based on a chi-square difference testing. The model with all paths estimated freely served as the baseline model against which the other models’ fit were compared to.

Results

Descriptive Statistics and Correlations

Table 2 reports the sample sizes, means, and standard deviations of the raw scores in reading and spelling measures separately for each language. Table 3 reports the zero-order correlation coefficients between the reading composite and spelling separately for each language.

Cross-Lagged Models Between Reading and Spelling in Each Language

Figure 1 depicts the model and provides standardized estimates, separately for each orthography. The models fitted the data well in each
language: Dutch: $\chi^2(2) = 3.22$, $p = .20$, comparative fit index (CFI) = 1.00, root-mean-square error of approximation (RMSEA) = .07, standardized root-mean-square residual (SRMR) = .01; English: $\chi^2(2) = 7.54$, $p = .02$, CFI = .99, RMSEA = .13, SRMR = .01; French: $\chi^2(2) = 0.94$, $p = .63$, CFI = 1.00, RMSEA = .00, SRMR = .00; German: $\chi^2(2) = 1.68$, $p = .43$, CFI = 1.00, RMSEA = .00, SRMR = .00; and Greek: $\chi^2(2) = 0.92$, $p = .63$, CFI = 1.00, RMSEA = .00, SRMR = .01. In each language, reading was highly stable, and there were stronger cross-lagged path estimates from reading to spelling than the other way around.

Model Comparisons Between Languages

Next, we examined if the model paths were identical across languages using chi-square difference testing. We first examined if all estimates between reading and spelling were equal in all languages (stability estimates, cross-lagged paths, error covariances, and reading-spelling Grade 1 correlation) and found that such a model did not fit the data well, $\chi^2(58) = 114.67$, $p = .001$, and that the change in the model fit was significant, $\Delta\chi^2(48) = 97.06$, $p < .001$.

Because of the presence of significant differences in the estimates across languages, we then conducted pairwise comparisons between languages. The comparisons revealed that the stability estimates of reading were similar across languages, but there were significant differences between languages in spelling stability as well as in the cross-lagged paths and in the Grade 1 correlation between reading and spelling. All model estimates were equal between English and Dutch, but there were differences in all other comparisons.

Table 3
Correlation Coefficients (Pearson) Between Reading and Spelling Within Each Orthography

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Spelling, Grade 1S</th>
<th>Spelling, Grade 2F</th>
<th>Spelling, Grade 2S</th>
<th>Reading, Grade 1S</th>
<th>Reading, Grade 2F</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dutch</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spelling, Grade 2F</td>
<td>.714</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spelling, Grade 2S</td>
<td>.637</td>
<td>.686</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reading Grade 1S</td>
<td>.631</td>
<td>.576</td>
<td>.694</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reading Grade 2F</td>
<td>.571</td>
<td>.564</td>
<td>.692</td>
<td>.888</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reading Grade 2S</td>
<td>.467</td>
<td>.497</td>
<td>.735</td>
<td>.819</td>
<td>.867</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>English</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spelling, Grade 2F</td>
<td>.845</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spelling, Grade 2S</td>
<td>.786</td>
<td>.824</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reading Grade 1S</td>
<td>.755</td>
<td>.787</td>
<td>.736</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reading Grade 2F</td>
<td>.717</td>
<td>.796</td>
<td>.772</td>
<td>.875</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reading Grade 2S</td>
<td>.667</td>
<td>.758</td>
<td>.746</td>
<td>.887</td>
<td>.926</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>French</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spelling, Grade 2F</td>
<td>.774</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spelling, Grade 2S</td>
<td>.718</td>
<td>.711</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reading Grade 1S</td>
<td>.667</td>
<td>.623</td>
<td>.590</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reading Grade 2F</td>
<td>.530</td>
<td>.581</td>
<td>.545</td>
<td>.862</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reading Grade 2S</td>
<td>.502</td>
<td>.524</td>
<td>.532</td>
<td>.798</td>
<td>.894</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>German</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spelling, Grade 2F</td>
<td>.836</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spelling, Grade 2S</td>
<td>.767</td>
<td>.834</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reading Grade 1S</td>
<td>.636</td>
<td>.610</td>
<td>.571</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reading Grade 2F</td>
<td>.615</td>
<td>.638</td>
<td>.613</td>
<td>.858</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reading Grade 2S</td>
<td>.584</td>
<td>.621</td>
<td>.622</td>
<td>.844</td>
<td>.952</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Greek</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spelling, Grade 2F</td>
<td>.560</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spelling, Grade 2S</td>
<td>.523</td>
<td>.696</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reading Grade 1S</td>
<td>.471</td>
<td>.571</td>
<td>.572</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reading Grade 2F</td>
<td>.495</td>
<td>.603</td>
<td>.649</td>
<td>.853</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reading Grade 2S</td>
<td>.425</td>
<td>.533</td>
<td>.636</td>
<td>.806</td>
<td>.893</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. All correlation coefficients were significant at $p < .001$ level.
First, comparisons of the stability estimates of spelling from the end of Grade 1 to the beginning of Grade 2 suggested lower stability in Greek than in any other language. Model fits decreased significantly when the end of Grade 1 to the beginning of Grade 2 spelling stability estimate was set equal between Greek and Dutch, $D_{\chi^2}(1) = 4.48, p = .034$, between Greek and English, $D_{\chi^2}(1) = 6.48, p = .011$, between Greek and French, $D_{\chi^2}(1) = 14.65, p < .001$, and between Greek and German, $D_{\chi^2}(1) = 22.50, p < .001$. In addition, the end of Grade 1 to the beginning of Grade 2 spelling stability was lower in English than in German, $D_{\chi^2}(1) = 4.34, p = .037$. In turn, comparisons of the spelling stability estimates from the beginning of Grade 2 to the end of Grade 2 suggested stronger stability in German than in Dutch, $D_{\chi^2}(1) = 4.96, p = .026$, or in French, $D_{\chi^2}(1) = 5.86, p = .015$.

Second, comparisons of the cross-lagged paths from spelling to reading suggested no differences across languages between the beginning of Grade 2 and the end of Grade 2. In all languages, this path was nonsignificant and close to zero. Similarly, the path from the end of Grade 1 spelling to the beginning of Grade 2 reading was weak in all languages (it reached significance only in Greek). However, comparisons across languages revealed that the path coefficient in French was significantly smaller than that of English, $D_{\chi^2}(1) = 5.80, p = .016$, German, $D_{\chi^2}(1) = 6.15, p = .013$, and Greek, $D_{\chi^2}(1) = 7.52, p = .006$.

In contrast to the spelling-to-reading paths, comparisons of the reading-to-spelling paths across languages revealed several differences. The end of Grade 1 reading was a weaker predictor of the beginning of Grade 2 spelling in French,
Discussion

The purpose of this study was to examine the cross-lagged relations between reading and spelling from the end of Grade 1 to the end of Grade 2 in five alphabetic orthographies that were selected to vary in consistency. First, we speculated that if Frith’s (1985) assumptions were correct, we should observe unidirectional effects between reading and spelling: Earlier reading should predict future spelling. In contrast, if Ehri’s (1995) assumptions were correct, we should observe reciprocal effects between reading and spelling (this would also be expected based on Perfetti, 1997; lexical quality hypothesis). With one exception (the reciprocal relations between reading and spelling in Greek between the end of Grade 1 and the beginning of Grade 2), our findings were in line with Frith’s hypothesis. This pattern of relations is similar to those of previous studies (see Ahmed et al., 2014; Caravolas et al., 2001; Davis & Bryant, 2006; Mäki et al., 2002) and suggests that, once children master some basic decoding skills, their ability to read words correctly facilitates their subsequent ability to spell words correctly. Spelling may be important for subsequent reading only in earlier phases of literacy development (see Caravolas et al., 2001; Leppänen et al., 2006; for supporting evidence), or among children in later grades who continue to experience reading/spelling difficulties (e.g., Conrad, 2008), but neither of these assumptions were examined in this study.

From a theoretical point of view, our findings support Share’s early version of self-teaching hypothesis (see Share, 1995) according to which successful phonological recoding builds up children’s orthographic knowledge, but not his most recent one (Shahar-Yames & Share, 2008) advocating for the superiority of spelling over reading in building children’s orthographic representations. As spelling relies on precise orthographic knowledge, earlier reading (phonological recoding) should predict future spelling (what we found). On the other hand, children can probably read accurately a word (e.g., bread), even if they do not have access to a precise orthographic representation (e.g., bred). Evidence in support of this argument can be drawn also from studies examining the double dissociation between reading and spelling (e.g., Frith, 1980; Manolitsis & Georgiou, 2015; Moll & Landerl, 2009). Frith (1980) was the first to report a group of children who were adequate readers but “atrocious” spellers. She argued that the poor performance of this group of children in spelling was due to inefficient orthographic processing during reading. Frith (1980) further showed that good readers/poor spellers deployed different reading strategies than good readers/good spellers: Whereas good readers/good spellers used all the cues available in a word, good readers/poor spellers relied on “partial cues” to read. She concluded that poor spellers do not pay attention to all details in words (e.g., the correct sequence of letters). If minimal cues are used for reading, reading may be efficient, but at the same time, limited information becomes available for later spelling of the words.

An alternative explanation could relate to print exposure, whose role in reading and spelling appears to be independent from that of phonological recoding. More specifically, researchers have shown that greater print exposure (achieved via reading) may also help children build high-quality orthographic representations of words (e.g., Cunningham & Stanovich, 1990, 1991; Cunningham et al., 2001) that are then used for spelling. Cunningham and Stanovich (1991), for example, showed that print exposure predicted spelling even after controlling for general cognitive ability and phonological processing.

Our second hypothesis pertained to the role of orthographic consistency in the reading–spelling developmental relations. More specifically, we speculated that if Frith’s (1985) hypothesis was correct we should see a different pattern of relations across languages, particularly between Greek, German, Dutch, and Greek.

\[ \Delta \chi^2(1) = 4.90, p = .027, \text{ and German, } \Delta \chi^2(1) = 9.87, p = .002, \text{ than in Greek. The path in German was also weaker from that in English, } \Delta \chi^2(1) = 5.88, p = .015. \text{ The beginning of Grade 2 reading was again a weaker predictor of the end of Grade 2 spelling in French, } \Delta \chi^2(1) = 7.52, p = .006, \text{ and in German, } \Delta \chi^2(1) = 7.21, p = .007, \text{ than in Greek. Furthermore, in comparison to Dutch, the beginning of Grade 2 reading was a weaker predictor of the end of Grade 2 spelling in French, } \Delta \chi^2(1) = 8.15, p = .004, \text{ and German, } \Delta \chi^2(1) = 4.96, p = .026. \]
and Dutch on one hand, and French and English, on the other hand. This is because Greek, German, and Dutch are considerably more consistent in the direction of reading than French and English (Borgwaldt et al., 2004; Seymour et al., 2003). Our findings failed to support this hypothesis; earlier reading predicted subsequent spelling in all languages. In addition, the effects of earlier reading on subsequent spelling were stronger in Greek than in German or French (Dutch also produced stronger effects from the beginning of Grade 2 to the end of Grade 2 than German or French). This would be expected based on the phonological coherence model (Bosman & van Orden, 1997). If greater asymmetry leads to weaker effects from reading to spelling, this should be apparent in French and German (the two languages with the greatest asymmetry in our study; Borgwaldt et al., 2004).

The differences in the strength of the effects from reading to spelling across languages may have been brought about by differences across languages in the stability of spelling from one time point to another. For example, from the end of Grade 1 to the beginning of Grade 2 the lowest stability was found in Greek. In contrast, the highest stability was found in German and French (see Figure 1). Lower stability (as in the case of spelling) allows other variables (e.g., reading) to make a significant contribution. The lower stability in Greek may be due to the fact that during this time period children in Greece are introduced to spelling rules (e.g., spelling of verbs ending in /i/ with <io>, but spelling of nouns in plural ending in /i/ with <o>) that violate the 1:1 phoneme–grapheme correspondences that they were used to when reading and spelling simple words at the beginning of Grade 1. Taken together, these findings suggest that orthographic consistency alone may not be adequate to produce significant differences between languages (at least not in the period covered in this study) in the direction of the relations between reading and writing, but unique orthographic features (along with instructional practices in each language) can influence the strength of the relationships across languages.

Some limitations of the present study are worth mentioning. First, because developing strictly comparable reading and spelling measures across such a diverse group of languages is extremely difficult given the unique features of each language, we decided to use existing measures of reading and spelling that follow the same administration and scoring procedures across languages. For example, there is a large body of short single-syllable words in English, whereas there is only a small number of such words in Greek. Given the number of single-syllable words used in existing reading tests in English (see Test of Word Reading Efficiency; Torgesen et al., 1999), it is not possible to construct word reading tasks in Greek that would be strictly parallel in terms of length and word frequency to the English tasks. Using more multisyllabic words in English would not resolve the problem either because of significant differences in the syllabic structures between Greek and English. In addition, matching the items across languages in one dimension (e.g., length) does not guarantee matching in all dimensions (see Caravolas, 2018, for an example). Thus, although we cannot rule out the possibility that some of the observed differences in the cross-lagged relations between reading and spelling in our study might be due to the characteristics of the items used in each language, we also acknowledge that fully controlling for the effect of item characteristics across five diverse languages is almost impossible. Second, our study spanned only two grade levels (Grades 1 and 2), and we do not know if a similar pattern of relations would be observed in later grades. For example, some researchers have argued that the relationship between reading and spelling is stronger in earlier grades than in later grades (e.g., Vaessen & Blomert, 2013). Third, as mentioned above, we did not obtain specific information regarding the instructional practices in each site. Relatedly, the instructional practices used in Alberta and Quebec are likely not the same across the English- or French-speaking world. We acknowledge that more comprehensive instructional information could help us understand our results in a more nuanced manner than what is now possible. Fourth, we acknowledge that Ehri’s or Frith’s theories are not attached to specific ages/grade levels and that problems may arise when age or grade groups are assigned to certain levels within developmental models. It is possible that the same child is in different “stages” for different words—some words s/he just knows, others s/he can process with effort, and others are beyond his/her skill level. In addition, the same classroom may have children working on average at very different levels. When we presented information on the age or grade level of the participants in previous studies (see Introduction), we did it in order to allow readers of our article to compare our findings to those of previous studies and not to use the developmental models to classify classroom groups. Fifth, we operationalized reading and spelling with word-level tasks. Our findings could have been different had we administered sentence- or...
passage-level measures. For example, Ahmed et al. (2014) found reciprocal relations between reading and spelling when both skills were operationalized with passage-level tasks. Finally, although our spelling task assessed accuracy, our reading tasks assessed efficiency (number of words read correctly in a minute). This was necessitated by the fact that reading accuracy reaches ceiling in transparent orthographies (i.e., Greek, Dutch, German) already by the end of Grade 1. A solution to this problem would have been the use of a spelling fluency measure. Unfortunately, this comes with its own limitations. Spelling fluency is typically assessed with a recognition task (e.g., Which of the following rane—rain is the correct spelling of the word?) that allows researchers to obtain response times for each item. Nevertheless, children appear to be better spellers when their knowledge of words‘ spelling is assessed with a recognition task. Recognizing the correct spelling then becomes more similar to reading because children can see the letters of the correct spelling (see Bosman & van Orden, 1997, for a similar argument). To control for the possible effects of speed in reading fluency, we reran our analyses using measures of rapid naming (Colors and Digits) as predictors of reading and the results remained essentially the same.6

To conclude, our findings add to a growing body of research examining the developmental relations between reading and spelling (e.g., Abbott et al., 2010; Ahmed et al., 2014; Leppänen et al., 2006; Lerkkanen et al., 2004). In support of Frith’s ideas and Share’s early ideas, we found that, irrespective of the language studied, the effects were unidirectional (earlier reading predicted subsequent spelling). This suggests that, at least among alphabetic orthographies and once children have mastered some basic decoding skills, any differences between languages do not impact the direction of the effects but may impact the strength of the effects. Our findings further suggest that orthographic learning at this point in literacy development is driven by implicit learning from decoding and exposure rather than explicit learning from spelling.
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